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Abstract 

 

This thesis analyzes the many effects that Major League Baseball’s extra-inning rule change, 

implemented in 2020, has had on the culmination of overtime contests. Put into play to reduce 

the duration of games that go to overtime, adding a free “ghost runner” to 2nd base has made its 

mark in altering the way extra innings are played. Because of the unorthodox success seen by the 

road team, this report attempts to find a rationale as to why the away team has won 53% of extra-

inning matches since implementation of the new overtime rules. Additionally, because of the 

fragility that late-game situations have on the outcome of the game, this report will dive into the 

win expectancies from various strategies that teams have the opportunity to utilize with a runner 

on 2nd base and no outs. In other words, “the right way” of approaching how to play extra-

inning contests will be investigated, both from a traditional baseball sense, and from a data-

driven view. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

Throughout much of grade school and all of high school, if I had to pick two topics that 

always kept my interest, I would choose mathematics and sports. Whether it be elementary 

arithmetic operations, statistical analysis, or higher-level mathematics, the subject has always 

come naturally and kept me engaged in the learning process. Similarly, having played sports 

such as soccer, basketball, golf, and baseball throughout my youth, knowledge of general 

sporting strategies and gameplay has always come instinctively.  

Arriving as a freshman at Ball State University, I was unsure which major would best 

apply my areas of interest and expertise. Being introduced to actuarial science by a friend, I soon 

became intrigued with the ins and outs of the actuarial process. In spring of 2019, I opted to 

switch my major from Mathematics to Actuarial Science, and I have never looked back since. 

Since that time, I have gained incredible knowledge in the field of actuarial science from my 

professors at Ball State, as well as the internships that I had at the Cincinnati Insurance 

Companies in 2020 and 2021. Navigating through Excel and manipulating data became a source 

of enjoyment for me throughout my learning experience. 

Baseball, a sport that I played from age five all the way through high school, has been a 

major time commitment throughout my life. Baseball has millions of fans, so any slight change 

that occurs in the sport is worthy of attention. Because of my experience both within the sport 

and collecting and manipulating data, I knew that a report focused on the extra-inning rule 

change would be a worthwhile topic to research. 

 My goal was to analyze the various effects that the extra-inning alteration had on the 

culmination of games, as well as provide a certain level of entertainment and intrigue to the 

millions of baseball enthusiasts across the globe. Because collecting data can oftentimes be a 
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cumbersome task, this project took ample time to complete. However, by splitting the work up 

across a few months, the research and written work slowly all came together. Having enthusiasm 

working with Excel, guidance from my advisor Dr. Lorch, and excitement with baseball in 

general made creating this thesis an enjoyable experience that I will treasure forever. 
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Introduction 

Baseball, America’s national pastime, has been a constant source of happiness, nostalgia, 

and tradition to its millions of fans for centuries. Making a change to a sport that is so heavily 

rooted in tradition has the potential to cause a major uproar among those who follow it. Yet, 

while preparing for the 2020 season, Major League Baseball (MLB) approved an alteration to its 

extra-inning rules.  

 Although a traditional MLB game is nine innings, a game can go to “extra innings” if the 

opponents are tied after the culmination of the 9th inning. In this scenario, the game will 

continue as normal into the 10th inning, and will not end until a winner prevails. In both the old 

and new versions of extra innings, a winner is determined in the same manner: each club gets the 

chance to hit in the top and bottom of an additional inning. The game will continue to extend 

until a team ends an inning with more runs than their opponent. Complete innings must be 

played, and a winner will always need to be decided. There are no ties in baseball! 

Prior to the beginning of the 2020 MLB season, commissioner Rob Manfred helped in 

initiating a new rule for extra innings in an attempt to speed up the pace of play. Because a 

typical nine-inning game already lasts about three hours, Manfred made shortening the duration 

of an extra-inning game a point of emphasis going into the Covid-plagued 2020 season. Under 

the new rule, each half-inning begins with a free base runner on 2nd base. The base runner is a 

player in the batting order whose spot made the last out in the previous inning. This rule change 

is equivalent to each team hitting a lead-off double to begin every inning, 10th inning and on, 

until a winner is determined.  

The philosophy behind the new rule change is simple: adding more base runners will 

increase scoring, thus increasing the odds of an extra-inning game ending faster. Under 
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traditional extra-inning rules, games could have lasted an additional hour, two hours, or even 

three hours depending on the nature of the game. Although the new rule will not prevent all 

contests from reaching the teen innings, the change will make lengthy extra-inning games far 

less likely. 

Though the rule change seemed reasonable and straightforward, the revision came with 

backlash across the baseball landscape, especially to die-hard baseball traditionalists. Critics of 

the rule change argued that the conclusion of the game would feel gimmicky and inorganic. 

Additionally, critics said the emphasis on speeding up the ending to a contest feels almost 

sacrilegious, considering baseball is one of the only untimed sports. Lastly, the grind of a 16 or 

17 inning, tension-packed ‘marathon’ is something many people actually enjoy. Although the 

rule change ultimately shortened games, prevented bullpen exhaustion, and added more strategy, 

not all baseball fans were sold. 

With having over 300 games played under the rule change, I think it’s fair to ask: What 

effects has the alteration had on the culmination of extra-inning games? 

Traditional Thinking 

 From the many thousands of baseball games that have been played since its inception, it’s 

possible to create rational assumptions before jumping into the actual data. 

 For starters, extra-inning contests will surely become shorter, in regard to both time and 

innings played. With each team being gifted a runner in scoring position, this idea seems 

straightforward. More runners on base leads to more runs scored, which lowers the likelihood of 

a multiple inning stalemate. Are the last 15-16-17-18 inning games behind us? 

Having a base runner starting on second base opens the door for managers to get fancy. 

It’s fair to assume that more teams will be utilizing the bunt to move the runner to third with only 
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one out. This makes the most sense when the score is tied, with the home team only needing a 

single run to win the game. This same scenario, with the score being tied and the home team 

batting, opens the door to the opposing team intentionally walking the first batter of the inning. 

Since only one run beats you, it could make sense to deliberately fill first base to set up the 

double play. Other potential gameplay maneuvers include sign-stealing and the intentional balk. 

Conventional thinking says the team batting second, the home team, would have the 

upper hand under the new rules. By hitting in the latter half of the inning, the home team is able 

to alter their approach based on how many runs were scored in the top of the inning by the 

visiting team. As alluded to above, the home team can simply “manufacture” a run by bunting 

the runner over to third, followed by a well-placed ball in play. 

Home vs. Away 

 Prior to jumping into examining how the new extra-inning rule has affected home field 

advantage, it’s important to first review statistics from earlier years of extra-inning baseball prior 

to the rule change. Jayson Stark, an ESPN.com Baseball Senior Writer, argues that modern 

baseball truly begins in 1969 for a myriad of reasons: “If you look at the period from 1969 to the 

present, offers loyal reader Joe Berlinghieri, it’s baseball’s version ‘of the Industrial Revolution’. 

‘It’s when science affected baseball,’ Berlinghieri wrote. ‘Lowered mound, divisional play, the 

DH, …, pitch counts, closers, lefty specialists…’” (Stark, 2006). For these rationales, among 

others, the years 1969 - 2019 will be used to accumulate pre-rule change extra-inning data. 

 Expanding on this, data regarding various measures, including Home vs. Away win 

probability, will be collected using the Gregstoll win expectancy tool (Gregstoll, n.d.). This tool 

calculates win expectancy for each team based on past results from specific game situations. This 
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website also allows users to toggle between many different in-game scenarios including score, 

number of outs, baserunners, and even pitch count. 

According to Gregstoll, there were over 10,000 extra-inning MLB games played from 

1969 - 2019, with 52.25% being won by the home team (Gregstoll, n.d.). With this sample size 

being significantly large, it is clear that the home team does have a slight advantage over the 

away team when a game reaches the 10th inning. Although it is unnecessary to run a confidence 

test over a sample set that is so substantial, we can use a confidence interval for a population 

proportion to mathematically prove that the home team does, indeed, have the upper under the 

previous extra-inning format. 

 

Equation 1 

The technique above can be used to find the confidence interval for the binomial 

population parameter, p (Opentax, n.d.). The variables in the formula can be defined as follows: 

n = the total sample space, or total extra-inning games played, which is 10,268; p’ = x/n, which 

is equal to the number of wins for the home team/total extra-inning games = 5365/10268 = 

0.5225; q’ = (1 - p’) = 0.4775; and Z-value will vary based on our desired degree of confidence 

using the Standard Normal probability table. 

Using a 95% confidence level, we will compute an interval estimate for the true 

proportion of home teams who walk away victorious in extra-inning games. Since the required 

test is two-tailed with a confidence level of CL = .95, then α = 1 – CL = 1 – 0.95 = 0.05 (α/2) = 

.025. Substituting in 1.96 for our Z-value gives us a final interval of: (0.5128 ≤ p ≤ .5322). In 

other words, we estimate with 95% confidence that between 51.28% and 53.22% of extra-inning 

games will be won by the home team under the previous rules. Given that the lower bound of the 
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confidence interval is well over 50%, it is reasonable to conclude that the team batting second 

has a distinct advantage, albeit small, in contests that reach the 10th inning. 

Keeping the previous data in mind, we can observe how placing a ghost runner on second 

base each half-inning has altered home-field win expectancy. Because the Gregstoll win 

expectancy tool was unable to account for a runner being placed on second base in the bottom-

half of the inning, collecting data had to be done manually for all 308 extra-inning games played 

in the 2020 and 2021 seasons (Baseball Reference, n.d.). Of these 308 bouts, only 145 of them 

were won by the hosting club, equating to a 47.1 winning percentage. Although this number is 

well under 50%, it is unjustifiable to assume that the visiting ballclub has the advantage under 

the new extra-innings rule without performing further analysis. The sample size of 308 isn’t 

nearly as large as the preceding dataset. 

 Similar to the process employed above, we will construct a 95% confidence interval to 

estimate the true proportion of post-rule change extra-inning games where the home team will 

culminate as the victor. Under this calculation, n = 308, p’ = .4708, and q’ = .5292. Substituting 

in 1.96 as our Z-value produces a final confidence interval of: (0.4150 ≤ p ≤ 0.5265). To 

interpret, we estimate with 95% confidence that between 41.50% and 52.65% of extra-inning 

games will be won by the home team under the new set of rules. 

 Because there have been significantly less contests under the new set of extra-innings 

rules, the range of our confidence interval is much wider than the one constructed with the data 

from 1969 - 2019. Additionally, because there is still 2.65% of the interval that hangs over the 

50% barrier for the home team winning, it is unwise to conclude that the away team has the 

advantage in extra innings under the new set of rules. Although the visitors have been far more 

successful in such competitions, we are unable to mathematically commit to this conclusion. 
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Is Pressure Getting to the Home Team? 

With all of that being said, it would be unfair to undersell just how prosperous the 

visiting team has been since the inception of the change back in 2020. After all, the away team 

has won 163 of the 308 contests, which is nearly 53% of all games. This figure is well above the 

47.75% threshold recorded from 1969 - 2019. Although there are a few logical reasons as to why 

this is happening, psychological factors may be at the top of the list. From the outside looking in, 

it appears to be easier for the team hitting first to go into overtime with a no-pressure mindset 

knowing that their goal is to simply score as many runs as possible. On the flip side, the team 

batting in the latter half of the inning has all the pressure, as long as the away team scores their 

free base runner from second base. Although ‘pressure’ is difficult to quantify, observing how 

the home team fares when they are down exactly one run may be telling. 

For starters, it’s important to first identify the run distribution for each respective side in 

extra innings. In total, there have been 425 innings played since the rule’s initiation, which 

produced the per-inning metrics shown below. 

 

Table 1 

 Because the home team stops hitting once they have overtaken what their opponent 

scored in the top-half of the inning, it is not surprising to see that the visitors have the lead in 

innings where 2-5+ runs are scored. The main takeaway from Table 1 is that the away team 
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tallied at least one run in 254 of 425 innings (59.8%), while the home club fell just shy, scoring 

in 246 stints (57.9%). Although home teams are scoring their free base runner at a slightly lower 

rate, this difference is rather marginal. As a whole, teams scored in 500 of the 850 half-innings 

played, resulting in a 58.8% scoring rate in any given overtime frame. 

 To see how these numbers align with our ‘pressure’ hypothesis, let’s examine how the 

home team is faring down exactly one run in the bottom-half of an extra inning. But, one may 

ask, why is being down exactly one run an indicator of pressure? If the visiting team fails to 

score their free base runner in the top-half of the inning, the home team has no real pressure to 

plate a run when they are up to bat. In other words, the hosting team can get comfortable 

knowing that the game will simply be extended if they fall short of scoring a run. On the flip 

side, if the away team manages to scratch across two or more runs, it is difficult to attribute the 

home team’s shortcomings to ‘pressure’. In this scenario, the visiting team simply outplayed the 

host club, thus deserving to win.  

 Keeping all of this in mind, let’s investigate how the home bunch has been faring when 

entering the bottom-half of an extra inning down one run. From the 2020 - 2021 extra-inning 

data, there have been a 125 innings meeting these requirements, depicted below. 

 

Table 2 

 Although the sample size is relatively small, we can compare these statistics to others 

with larger samples to see how the numbers stack up. Looking at the occurrences where the 

home squad scored at least one run, the competition was either extended or won by the home 
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team 57.6% of the time. As observed above in the Run/Inning Distribution table, at least one run 

was scored in 58.8% of all half-innings no matter the scenario. Although the home team is 

plating at least one run at a slightly lower rate than the cumulative data shows, this difference of 

about 1% is statistically insignificant given the small sample size. 

 Viewing the 2020 - 2021 overtime data from another angle, the visiting ball club is 

winning 58.2% of games when they manage to score exactly one run in the top-half of the 

inning, as shown in Table 2 [53 / (53 + 38)]. How do these numbers stack up against past MLB 

bouts when the home team is down one run with a runner on second base and no outs in the 9th 

inning or later? (Although the 9th inning is not an ‘extra inning’, being down one run in the 

bottom of the 9th is equivalent to trailing by one run in the 10th inning or later, as both situations 

require the home team to score at least one run.) Utilizing the Gregstoll win expectancy tool 

from 1969 - 2019 produced the following data (Gregstoll, n.d.). 

 

Table 3 

 With a sample size of 751 games which mimic the scenario we wish to evaluate, the 

visiting team has won 57.7% of the time. This figure is less than a percent difference from the 

winning percentage we saw for the away team from extra-inning games in 2020 and 2021. From 

this information, we can conclude, once again, that the difference in winning percentage under 

the new extra-inning rules is statistically insignificant to that of past MLB games under the same 

circumstances. This, combined with the fact that the home team is scoring runs at a similar rate 

down one as the population is scoring as a whole, makes it appear that pressure is not getting to 
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the home ball club. Based on historical and collected data, they are meeting expectations. If 

pressure isn’t to blame for the away team winning 53% of extra-inning contests, where is the 

home team falling short? 

 Instead of surveying contests where the home team comes up to bat down one, let’s 

examine how the host club is faring when they shut out the visiting team in the top-half of an 

extra inning. The 171-inning sample size from 2020 - 2021 of this scenario is outlined in the 

table below. 

 

Table 4 

 Right away, the number that jumps off the page is once again the home scoring rate of 

57.9%. This figure is almost identical to the 58.8% aggregate scoring rate that we measured 

above. Put differently, based on the 2020 - 2021 data that was collected, the home team is 

scoring at a rate similar to any other extra-inning scenario as they are when they prevent the 

visiting club from cashing-in their free base runner in the top-half of an inning. 

 However, comparing this data to trends from past MLB contests communicates some 

interesting differences. Using the Gregstoll win expectancy tool, inspecting games that were tied 

in the bottom of the 9th, 10th, or 11th mimicking the scenario under the new extra-inning format 

produced the information below (Gregstoll, n.d.). 
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Table 5 

 Because the home team still has the opportunity to win the game if they fail to score a run 

in the bottom of the inning, these metrics are not exactly an apples to apples comparison. 

However, the stark difference in winning percentage from historical data to collected data, 57.6% 

to 81.2%, cannot be ignored. Perhaps a better question to ask is, what is the home team’s 

winning percentage under the revised rules when they prevent the away club from scoring their 

free base runner at any point in extra innings? Pictured below is a chart with a sample size of 137 

contests where the away team fails to score in an extra inning at least once. 

 

Table 6 

 Contrary to our last observation, this is an apples to apples comparison to the table above. 

While the home team generally wins 81.2% of the time when they are tied with a runner on 2nd 

base when hitting, home clubs under the revised rules are only winning 76.6% of the time, nearly 

a 5% difference. With this being said, a sample size of 137 matches is too minor to 

mathematically prove that the home team is failing more often than normal under these 

circumstances. At face value, however, the home team should have won about 111 of these 

contests had they matched historical trends. Put simply, under the new extra-inning rule, the 

home team has not taken advantage of enough of the opportunities when they prevent the visiting 
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club from scoring. Perhaps it isn’t pressure that is affecting the home team, but rather the lack of 

pressure under favorable conditions that is. 

Bunting and Other Strategies 

 Although the MLB’s chief goal when implementing their new extra innings rule was to 

shorten games, an unintended benefit of the format is the potential for teams to strategize like 

we’ve never seen before. Should teams up to bat square up and bunt to begin each inning, 

moving the runner to 3rd? Under what circumstances does it make sense to intentionally walk a 

batter to set up the double play? By looking at past MLB games, we can see how the win 

expectancy shifts going from one set of conditions to another and figure out what strategies 

should be put into use by each side.  

The Sacrifice Bunt  

 To preface the answer to this question, observing win expectancies before and after a 

sacrifice bunt only tells part of the story. If the team up to bat has one of their premier hitters up, 

bunting is obviously not an option, no matter what the analytics say. Similarly, if the pitcher on 

the mound has high velocity or wicked movement on his pitches, maybe laying down a sacrifice 

isn’t feasible. In other words, a manager shouldn’t let pure analytics get in the way of traditional 

baseball thinking.  

 Additionally, whether the team in question is home or away has a large impact on the 

decision. For starters, let’s analyze the decision from the visitor’s point of view. Because the 

Gregstoll win expectancy tool cannot account for a runner being placed on 2nd base in the 

bottom-half of the inning, it is difficult to observe real-world historical data for this scenario. All 

we can do is speculate. 
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 If the away team opts to sacrifice bunt to lead off the top of the frame, they are limiting 

their upside of having a big inning, and are more or less only playing for one run. While we have 

seen from our findings above that the visitors are winning extra-inning contests at a high rate 

when they only plate one run, moving a runner from 2nd base to 3rd doesn’t necessarily 

guarantee a run. If only it were that simple! 

 Viewing this situation from another lens, the goal of the away team is to score as many 

runs in the top-half of the inning as possible. The larger the lead, the easier it is to keep going 

into the bottom-half of the inning. Although we hypothesized that giving away an out would 

limit the possibility of scoring multiple runs, does this statement hold true in real baseball 

scenarios? Below is a standard run expectancy matrix, produced by Fangraphs in an article by 

Stolnis, which outlines expected runs scored across different variations of runners on base and 

outs recorded (Stolnis, 2021).  

 

Table 7 

 With a runner on 2nd base and no outs, a team can expect 1.068 runs to be scored in that 

particular inning, on average. Conversely, a club can only expect 0.865 runs after a sacrifice bunt 

is executed, which is indeed a lower expected value. If the goal for the away team is to score as 
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many runs as possible, it is clear that moving their base runner from 2nd to 3rd while giving up 

an out is not beneficial. 

 In regards to the home team, we can see with our own eyes whether a sacrifice bunt to 

lead off the inning improves win probability based on historical data, rather than just speculating. 

Since it is unknown whether the home team will be tied, down by one run, or down by multiple 

runs entering the bottom-half of the inning, testing all three of these scenarios is logical. By 

using the Gregstoll win expectancy tool to survey past games, we can observe how the win 

expectancy has changed when a team has a runner on 2nd with 0 outs, versus when a team has a 

runner on 3rd with 1 out (Gregstoll, n.d.). Below is a table with the data. 

 

Table 8 

 To start, it’s evident that bunting down two, or down two or more for that matter, 

negatively impacts the home team’s win probability. This is logical, given that a club really 

doesn’t want to forfeit one of their outs when they have multiple runs to score. Aside from this 

takeaway, the win probability doesn’t move a whole lot when the home team decides to lay 

down a sacrifice bunt. It makes sense that the winning percentage moves up slightly when teams 

are tied, given that the home team only needs to cash-in their free base runner to end the game. 

Similarly, it makes sense seeing the win expectancy drop a tad down one run, simply because 

moving a runner to 3rd base does not guarantee that he is going to score. 

 Despite the win expectancy table shown above, these numbers are only a portion of the 

‘To bunt, or not to bunt?’ equation. According to a study on bunting performed by Albert, 

“sacrifice bunts typically are successful 70-80 percent of the time” (Albert, 2016). In other 
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words, managers who are deciding whether to call for a bunt aren’t simply choosing between a 

runner on 2nd with 0 outs, versus a runner on 3rd with 1 out. They also have to weigh the 

likelihood of the bunt actually being successful. As stated eloquently by Petriello, “You might 

want to turn 2B/0 out into 3B/1 out ... and yet you might get the lead runner caught, or worse, a 

double play” (Petriello, 2020). 

 To address the initial question, ‘When should teams sacrifice bunt?’, there is no 

straightforward answer. If the home team is tied to begin the bottom-half of the inning, and there 

isn’t a super-talented hitter up to bat, and the leadoff man has good enough bunting skills to lay 

down a good sacrifice, then it makes sense to bunt. However, in order to maximize run potential, 

the visitors and the home team down one run should not sacrifice bunt, unless there is a 

noticeably weak hitter at the plate. Lastly, the home team when down by more than one run 

should never, under any circumstance, surrender one of their outs to advance the runner to 3rd 

base. 

The Intentional Walk 

 Unlike bunting, there aren’t as many extraneous variables that need to be considered 

regarding the intentional walk conundrum. Since pitchers no longer have to actually throw four 

balls outside of the strike zone in order to intentionally walk a batter, this dilemma merely comes 

down to a managerial decision. Is it advantageous to have a runner on 1st and 2nd base to set up 

a potential double play? 

 Like bunting, it’s critical to break this predicament down on both sides, both home and 

away. For the home team, the decision is pretty straightforward when they are pitching in the 

top-half of the inning. Since the goal of the visiting club is to tally as many runs as they can, it 

doesn’t make much sense to give the away team a free base runner to begin the inning. Although 
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intentionally walking the leadoff hitter opens the door to a double play, it also gives the free base 

runner the opportunity to come around and score, which is simply not worth the risk for the 

home club. The matrix shown above, Table 7, confirms this line of thinking, as walking the 

leadoff hitter jumps run expectancy from 1.068 to 1.373 with runners on 1st and 2nd (Stolnis, 

2021). 

 The visiting team, on the other hand, actually has a decision to make. Depending on what 

the score is when the home team struts into the batter’s box, it could be advantageous to put the 

first batter on base. Unlike the top-half of an extra inning, win probabilities can actually be 

calculated before and after an intentional walk in the bottom-half of the frame.  Using historical 

data gathered by the Gregstoll win expectancy tool generated the data shown below (Gregstoll, 

n.d.). 

 

Table 9 

 It is apparent that intentionally walking the leadoff hitter when leading the game, no 

matter the size of the lead, isn’t wise. The winning percentage dropping by 9% and 11% when 

leading by one or two, respectively, is a significant decrease. This notion aligns with the 

hypothesis that giving a team a free base runner gives that club a better chance of generating a 

big inning. 

On the flip side, it may make sense to walk the leadoff batter if the score is deadlocked, 

given that the win expectancy only drops by about a percentage point. Since the home team only 

needs one run to win the game, the runner on first base, theoretically, doesn’t mean anything. If 

an accomplished hitter is up to bat, say Babe Ruth or Barry Bonds, it would make sense to 
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intentionally walk the leadoff hitter to set up the double play and bring up weaker hitters. Other 

than this scenario, the intentional walk to kick off an extra inning is a foolish idea. 

Sign Stealing and the Intentional Balk 

 Placing a runner on 2nd base to begin an inning does more than just speed up the game 

and add strategy; it opens up the possibility of sign stealing. When a runner is on 2nd base, he is 

in a perfect viewing position of reading the catcher’s signs when he is relaying what pitch he 

wants his pitcher to throw. Oftentimes a catcher will run through a series of signs that only his 

pitcher knows when a runner is on 2nd base, but this does not always prevent sign stealing. If the 

base runner decodes the catcher’s series of signs, he can simply relay some sort of visual to his 

hitter at the plate to notify him of what pitch to expect. 

 On September 6th, 2021, Tampa Bay Rays’ relief pitcher Colin McHugh had enough of 

Boston Red Sox base runners attempting to steal his catcher’s signs. Going into the bottom of the 

10th inning, Colin McHugh and the Rays were up by two runs before the Red Sox had their 

chance to bat. Paranoid of the Red Sox base runner potentially sign stealing, McHugh opted to 

intentionally balk, or make an illegal motion on the pitcher’s mound. This action forced the base 

runner on 2nd base to move to 3rd, eliminating the sign-stealing threat. 

 While typically a pitcher would rather have a runner on 2nd as opposed to 3rd, Colin 

McHugh didn’t seem to mind in this instance. Since the Rays were up by two runs, the free base 

runner didn’t really mean anything, as the Red Sox still needed to strike again if they wanted to 

extend the game. Although this action did not affect win expectancy for either side, it is 

interesting to note other situations where the new extra-inning rule is having an impact on the 

game. 
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Duration 

 Because speeding up the pace of play was a point of emphasis heading into the Covid-

plagued 2020 season, limiting the duration of extra-inning games was a clear starting point to 

achieving this goal. How do the new overtime rules shorten baseball games? Increasing scoring 

is not the key point. Rather, it is increasing the variability in scoring that will shorten games. 

Since each team is offered the same advantage (runner at 2nd base to start each batting sequence) 

it is reasonable to expect that scoring will increase under the new rules, but it is not immediately 

clear that variability in scoring will increase. However, I think we can make a quick probabilistic 

calculation that supports an increase in scoring variability under the new rules.  

Recall that a random variable X on the set W = {0, 1, 2, . . .} has a Poisson distribution if 

 

Equation 2 

where λ is both the mean and variance of the distribution. In our situation we think of X as the 

number of runs scored by a team in a single inning and λ as the “average” number of runs scored 

per inning.  

Now imagine a single overtime inning where we assume the teams are evenly matched 

and we don’t worry about pressure, strategy, etc. We consider a probability distribution Z on W 

× W where a value (k, l) of Z represents k runs scored by the visiting team and l runs scored by 

the home team. The game ends at the end of the inning exactly when k ≠ l. It is not unreasonable 

to assume that the distribution for Z is a joint Poisson distribution:  

 

Equation 3 
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Now let D = {(k, k) | k ∈ W} ⊆ W × W. Observe that the probability P(λ) of a winner 

after the inning is:  

 

Equation 4 

Note P(λ) is a measure of scoring variability, as it measures how often k and l differ.  

We agree that the new overtime rules will increase scoring, so it is reasonable to assume 

that the new rules cause λ to increase. But does this cause P(λ) to increase? Note that P(λ) is 

increasing exactly when  

 

Equation 5 

is a decreasing function of λ. This can be proved analytically, I think, but one can also compute 

partial sums (say replace ∞ by 30 in the sum) using Mathematica to argue that F(λ) does indeed 

decrease. Please see figure below: 

 

Figure 1 
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With all of this being said, let’s see how extra-inning games played under traditional baseball 

rules compare with overtime contests under the new rules, both by final inning trends and by 

calculated time trends. 

Final Inning 

 To notice the effect that the overtime rules have had on the duration of extra-inning 

games, it’s paramount to first dive into statistics from traditional extra inning contests. Devan 

Fink, a baseball writer for SB Nation, accumulated statistics from all extra-inning games from 

2012 - 2017, which can be seen below (Fink, 2017). Although this range of years is not 

consistent with previous collected data, the sample size over these six years is quite large and 

was easily attainable. 

  

Table 10 

 Keeping in mind that one of the main motivators for the new extra-inning rule was to 

limit long, drawn-on marathons, it’s noteworthy that over 90% of games that went to extra 

innings under traditional guidelines were completed prior to the 14th inning. It is true that 

lengthy extra-inning games adversely affect both teams, no matter the winner, simply because of 
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the additional stress put on bullpen pitchers. However, only 116 games out of the 14,580 played 

across the six years lasted over 14+ frames (less than 1%). 

 How has the new extra-inning rule affected these statistics? The by-inning duration of all 

of the contests featuring bonus baseball can be seen below. 

 

Table 11 

 While it was evident that the rule change would tend to shorten the duration of extra-

inning contests, there seem to be a few noticeable trends. Firstly, the likelihood of a game going 

beyond the 10th inning once extra innings are reached dropped from 56.3% to 28.6%. Moreover, 

matches in general are ending far more abruptly than prior to the rule alteration Almost 93% of 

games will culminate after the 11th inning, with there being a 99.7% chance of any given extra-

inning contest ending after the 13th. If limiting the likelihood of a game reaching the teen-

innings was the goal, Rob Manfred and the rest of the MLB succeeded, minus one crazy and 

improbable exception. 

Time 

 Of course it was expected that extra inning contests would have their by-inning duration 

trimmed down, but what kind of actual time decrease have these changes led to? In other words, 

how much earlier are fans leaving the ballpark once a bout reaches the 10th inning? Once again 

using information from Devan Fink in his article titled, “Exploring extra innings”, I was able to 
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calculate the average duration of any particular extra inning from 2012 - 2017 as being just north 

of 24 minutes (Fink, 2017). A standard 9-inning contest across these years typically lasted 2 

hours and 59 minutes, which results in the average frame pre-overtime being 20 minutes. With 

extra-inning contests having far more pitching changes than a normal 9-inning game, along with 

increased pressure and strategy in general, this 24-minute figure is not surprising. 

 By multiplying this average overtime frame length by each set of rules’ likelihood of 

occurring, calculating the expected extra inning duration was possible. Pictured below is a table 

consisting of both the odds of reaching a particular inning, combined with the expected overtime 

duration mentioned above. 

 

Table 12 

 Although the true duration of extra innings can have some serious variability depending 

on just how long the game goes, the 22-minute difference from traditional play to the revised 

rules is significant. Statistically, a typical baseball game reaches overtime in about 9% of 

contests. While 9% isn’t a gigantic figure, reducing the length of extra innings by 40% is 

noteworthy, and surely something Rob Manfred can be pleased with. 
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Dodgers vs. Padres: An Unforgettable Outlier 

 On August 25th, 2021, the San Diego Padres played host to their rival, the Los Angeles 

Dodgers, in an extra-inning affair that few will forget. This game, which lasted a whopping 5 

hours and 49 minutes across 16 innings, has been the longest overtime game since the new extra-

inning rule was implemented. The previous record for an extra-inning contest was 13 frames, 

which happened only thrice. Not only was this game the longest since the rule change’s 

inception, but seven-inning overtime truly had it all: two home runs, one failed bunt attempt, 

eleven intentional walks, four decisive plays at the plate, and even an intentional balk. 

 From all of this, the high number of intentional walks are specifically noteworthy. The 

home team, the Padres, opted to intentionally walk a player on three separate occasions, 

something the statistics say usually backfires. However, it was successful all three times for the 

home club, allowing no runs in any of those innings.  

Perhaps more intriguing is how often the visiting Dodgers intentionally walked the host 

team, totaling eight themselves. The Padres ran into a bit of an issue in the 11th inning: they ran 

out of position players on their bench. The Dodgers noticed this blunder, and took advantage of 

it. In the bottom of the 11th and 13th with the score tied, the Dodgers elected to consecutively 

intentionally walk two Padres to load the bases, bringing up the pitcher’s spot. Because San 

Diego was out of hitters, the host club was forced to send up pitchers to hit, who were all 

notoriously bad at handling the bat. This strategy of intentionally loading the bases to bring weak 

hitters to the plate worked twice for the Dodgers, and a third time in the 15th inning where only 

one Padre was put on base. 

In the top of the 16th, the Dodgers would take a 5-3 lead on a leadoff home run from 

outfielder AJ Pollock, and they never looked back. With a 16-inning contest being so unlikely, 
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what are the odds of something like this ever happening again? To attempt to answer this 

question, let’s analyze all of the extra innings played under the new rule that ended in a draw, 

thus extending the game. A table with a sample of 425 frames can be seen below. 

 

Table 13 

 From all 308 games that were played under the new extra-inning statute across the 2020 - 

2021 season, only 117 innings ended in a draw, or just over 27%. By raising this 27.5% figure to 

a higher degree for each additional frame, I was able to produce a table of the binomial 

probabilities of reaching a certain additional inning, which can be seen below. 

 

Table 14 

 From this chart, we can see that the likelihood of seeing another spectacle that goes the 

distance of the aforementioned Dodger/Padre contest being about 1 in 2,500 given that the game 

goes to extra innings in the first place. Taking this one step further, a human who lives across 80 

years is more likely to be struck by lightning across their lifetime (about 1 in 15,300) as they are 

of seeing a baseball game reach the 17-inning mark (Sepulveda, 2021). Put simply, the marathon 

games seen before the rule change are behind us, making this Dodgers vs. Padres game one to 

remember forever. 
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Conclusion 

 To conclude this report, this project analyzes the massive effects that Rob Manfred’s 

extra-inning tweak has had on the game millions of people love. Although a conventional MLB 

game only goes to overtime about 9% of the time, extra innings are one of the most exciting, 

tension-filled parts of the sport. Whether Rob Manfred was right or wrong in introducing a 

gimmicky, inorganic ending to a sport that hasn’t changed in centuries is an argument for another 

day. With that being said, based on the data that was collected, the rule change performed its 

duty: it made games shorter and more entertaining. 

 Upon beginning this project, it was interesting to see that about 53% of extra-inning 

contests under the new rule were being won by the visitors, an unforeseen trend. Although I went 

into the report believing that home teams were falling short due to increased pressure, this was 

simply not the case. I was surprised to see that home teams were winning their fair share of 

matches when trailing by a run entering the bottom-half of a frame. On the flip side, the host club 

seemed to be falling short when the game was tied entering the latter half of an inning, failing to 

take advantage of favorable situations. Though this finding only explained a handful of games, 

no explanation was found as to why the visiting club has been finding more success than usual in 

extra-inning affairs. Perhaps general underperformance from the home team is to blame. 

 Regarding the duration of extra innings, there’s no doubt that the league accomplished its 

goal of making overtime contests shorter. Bonus baseball typically lasted an average of an 

additional 2.30 innings, or 55 minutes. These figures were shaved down to 1.38 innings and 33 

minutes, a noticeable difference. Major League Baseball’s hypothesis that more scoring would 

lead to a quicker culmination turned out to be accurate. With this being said, baseball fans can 

say goodbye to the games that go on to the 16th, 17th, or even 20th innings, as the odds of any of 
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these events occurring are astronomical. Say what you will about teams getting tired and 

bullpens getting worn out, there’s something magical about a game lasting throughout the wee-

hours of the morning, something that will not be seen again for a while. 

 Although baseball fans received less baseball in the aggregate, devotees get the treat of 

viewing some of the most strategic baseball that the sport has ever seen. The introduction of the 

free base runner on 2nd has introduced more sac bunt, intentional walk, and even intentional balk 

opportunities to the likes we’ve never seen before. While hardcore, baseball traditionalists are 

still likely up-in-arms about the rule change, their displeasure surely cannot be attributed to lack 

of entertainment. 

 Lastly, what exactly is the future of this funky new rule? Because the rule was introduced 

in 2020 as one of MLB’s initiatives to speed up contests to battle against Covid-19, the alteration 

never got full approval from the MLB Players Association (MLBPA) to become a foundation of 

the sport moving forward. Upon recent negotiations between the MLB and the MLBPA prior to 

the 2022 season, the two sides agreed to banish the extra-inning rule after the 2022 season 

commences. The extra-inning rule change is coming to an end after all, much to the chagrin of 

many fans across the country. Having only a handful of contests left under this regulation, enjoy 

the shortened games, increased strategy, and miniscule visitor’s advantage while it lasts! 
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